
Editorial
Issue 1.2 of International Research in Children’s Literature continues our theme of power
and children’s literature, and again scholars from many parts of the world have
contributed insights from a wide range of critical perspectives.

A nodal point for all of these discussions is a complex of concerns which
might be seen as constitutive of children’s literature: cultivation of literacy in
its widest sense; an expression of a communal discourse that enables readers to
relate to their world through an idea of belonging; conservation of tradition; and
encouragement of innovation. The complex functions as a site through which,
or against which, readers determine the components of selfhood. How notions
of power impact upon these elements are explored here in texts and analyses
as diverse as Björn Sundmark’s account of national culture in The Wonderful

Adventures of Nils and Elizabeth Bullen’s consideration of risk culture in Lemony
Snicket’s A Series of Unfortunate Events. As Sundmark’s study illustrates, Lagerlöf ’s
now classic novel, renowned worldwide, originated as a children’s textbook of
what we now term cultural geography: it intervened in literacy issues by its choice
of dialect and spelling system; and, in depicting Nils’s development from a boy
diminished by cruelty and laziness to an informed and responsible citizen, it
embraced the function of literature to connect individuals to communal culture.

The idea that a nation requires a shared discourse whether to establish or
contest a national culture underlies Kim Wilson’s discussion of the power of both
official authorities and children’s fiction to mediate the past and private and
public memory of it, and Yael Darr’s literary history of the mid twentieth-century
contest amongst ‘taste-makers’ of children’s literature in Hebrew to privilege
pedagogy or textual innovation as preferred modes of cultural literacy. Darr’s
account of these debates about ‘good taste’ and ‘correct’ literary preferences is a
reminder that the cultural work performed by literature has diverse functions. It
may be used to induce readers to accept particular structures and values of their
society, or it may strive to challenge or subvert social ideology. Instrumentalist
uses of discourse may outweigh aesthetic, as much children’s literature criticism
seems to assume, although it might be sounder to argue that literature depicts
constructions of selfhood as mediated through aesthetic experience. Such indeed
is the argument of Kathryn Walls’s Adlerian reading of New Zealand author
Margaret Mahy. Walls cites a moment late in Mahy’s The Other Side of Silence (1995)
in which the protagonist vaguely recalls stumbling across an article in a journal
called Philosophy and Literature titled, “‘Explorations of Self through Narrative,”
something like that’. This frame-breaking turn invokes an assumption that a
reader’s relationship with fiction is both interpretative and self-interpretative,
and that readers’ alignments, or not, with the characters and subject positions
of the narrative involve a process of self-redescription. In short, a reader observes
a character re-reading the meaning of her life, and re-reads her own life in
turn. Bullen takes this argument further in arguing that the metafictive elements
in A Series of Unfortunate Events offer readers a significant repertoire of skills
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and knowledge which will enable them ‘to learn to produce their own reflexive

biographies’.
The example from Mahy can tease us further. Philosophy and Literature is,

after all, an actual, highly-regarded journal, and, since life imitates art, volume
18.2 (1994) contains an article by Deborah Knight titled, ‘Selves, Interpreters,
Narrators’, which deals with the ‘complex narrational interconnection between
teller and interpreter’ and ‘the idea that the self or subject of action is produced
through the stories that we or others tell’ (275). A version of the remembered
article thus predates the novel, and while actual readers might be unaware of this
possibility, the effect is to suggest not only that creative and academic discourses
may coincide, but that a self emerges from amongst narrative voices and also
exists between experience and the mediation of experiential knowledge. Knight
argues that the concept of self is a model for the organisation of ‘content’, but
within that framework one self is only a self among others. She grounds this
idea in Hegel, but the outcome coincides neatly with Walls’s Adlerian reading of
The Other Side of Silence, which sees development occurring as characters become
more intersubjective in their orientation toward others and society.

The intersubjective production of the self may take on even more strongly
ideological nuances, as other papers in this issue illustrate. The narrational
interconnection between teller and interpreter is given a further twist in Chen-
Wei Yu’s reading of Roald Dahl’s novels as psychobiography. Yu observes that the
child protagonists of Dahl’s novels may be extremely disadvantaged at the onset
of the power game but eventually turn out to be winners when arbitrary adult
authority is overthrown. Yu argues that a novel such as James and the Giant Peach is
a structure in which the interpreter can discern in the narrator’s personal story a
version of Dahl’s own personal story refracted as the tale of somebody else. The
psychobiographical argument thus offers another variation on the idea that the
self is produced through the stories ‘that we or others tell’. In contrast, Bullen
discerns in A Series of Unfortunate Events a structure which critically empowers child
readers to become resistant readers rather than winners, equipping them to be
less likely to be defeated by pessimism, nihilism, fatalism or false optimism.

In various ways, then, the papers in this issue of IRCL ask what determines
the components of selfhood, and how. What formal and informal disciplinary
structures are at work in these texts? In her literary history of co-educational
school stories, Clare Hollowell concludes that the genre, despite its links with
liberal education practices, is underpinned by hegemonic concepts of gender-
conditioning and performance, so that female characters in these stories have
their gender roles limited to a far greater degree than their sisters at single-
sex schools. One of her examples of how girls are coerced into behaving in a
particular ‘feminine’ manner is the marked disparity (a proportion of 5:1) in
Blyton’s Naughtiest Girl books between the speech utterances of Head Boy and
Head Girl, although the two are nominally of equal stature. This disparity reflects
a wider cultural issue of continuing significance, and over half a century later
(2002) Kevin M. Leander could still demonstrate how social space in classrooms
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can be produced, divided and articulated so as to place girls in silenced positions
(232). What kind of self is produced from a position of silence?

Sanna Lehtonen answers this by turning our attention to a topic related to
silence: invisibility. Examining the functions of invisibility in fantastic narratives
by Diana Wynne Jones and Susan Price, she observes that invisibility is related
to feminist concerns, and need not denote a state of complete powerlessness,
although in theory based on liberal or pragmatist feminist discourses cultural
invisibility has been metaphorically used to describe the problematic status
of all females in patriarchal orders. A subject can, however, use invisibility
constructively. Price, in particular, thematises story-telling, and Jones’s The Time

of the Ghost closes with the proposition that agency is achieved by making the
self visible through art – that is, producing the self through story. Cultural
literacy is a pathway to communal belonging, and the narratives discussed
in these papers persistently mediate the relationship between the disciplinary
structures of traditional identity politics and pressures to change. Such pressures
are strongly evident in times of acute stress. Wilson’s discussion of the interplay
of memory with historical recountings of war points to pivotal issues in how
literature represents the social construction of the self. What is the role of the
memory of national events in the construction of the self ? Why are processes
of recall manipulated to affirm present ideological assumptions – either that we
are products of our past, or that we have transcended our past? Struggles in the
public domain over the control of collective or cultural memory involve attempts
to produce a particular kind of social subject. That contemporary children’s
literature seeks to engage with this struggle over memory and remembrance is
a further aspect of its concern with constructions of the self through narrative –
that process addressed in such diverse ways throughout this gathering of scholarly
papers.

John Stephens
Macquarie University, Australia
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